WORLD PEACE HOLOGRAM SESSION
September 1st 2018

Session Notes for Make Peace Personal
Facilitated by Carolyn Winter
Holographic Coach
ENTRAINMENT - RESONANCE REPATTERNING
Entrainment occurs when one or more fields of energy flows in step with each other = just as all of the
sunflowers in the picture above face the same direction toward the sun. When coherent fields of
energy are entrained, the amplitude of the energy wave doubles providing more energy for all
participants than on their own. In this Repatterning we resonate with what is possible for entrainment
with others that creates world peace inside and out.
NEW ISSUES (these issues proxy all of the issues submitted for repatterning to date)
Global Peace is disturbed because of
 The violence of people going with not enough food, hunger in children
 The division that is occurring this country.
 Poor relationships with other countries
 Unbelievably high levels of violence against women and non-conforming genders in South Africa
 The declining sense for the truth and responsibility of those in power. /off
Patterns that we now experience as a result of the world peace issues:
 I feel energetically disconnected from (name a person or) / from my country/off
 I am resentful that leaders are leading by putting their own personal interests ahead of the
country or the people/off
Relationship Action intention needed:
 I write to my political representative where possible with my concerns for the current political
situation and ask for their support to make positive change. /on
 I am committed to my life enhancing choices/on
Masculine Feminine qualities needed:
 Masculine quality - I love serving and protecting my country/on
 Feminine quality - I accept the leaders of my country as they are/on
WORLD PEACE INTENTIONS:( these WP Intentions proxy all of the intentions submitted for Repatterning
to date)










We address inadequate nutrition in children around the world
We respect and honor the divine feminine and live by principals of love, respect, co-operation in
a balanced and peaceful society. /on
"Our leaders of countries including my own, put their people’s interests first before their own
Personal interests.
"/on
We support the world in becoming considerate of each other’s way of going about things and
enjoy learning from each other, this and so much more. /on
We support South African citizens to deal with their frustration and anger in nonviolent ways/on
I find peace within myself and radiate it with love on those in need around me. /on

PERSONAL INTENTIONS: (these personal Intentions proxy all of the intentions submitted for repatterning
to date)
 I find ways to give back to those in search of a meaningful life and significance/on
 I spend my time joyfully empowering women and students. /on
 I am at peace, body, mind and soul.
 /on
 I am patient, see the truth and induce humor as often as possible. /on
 I and my partner feel safe and secure in our street, neighborhood and city/on
 I experience peace, growth, and positive resolution in every aspect of my life situation. /On
 YOUR PERSONAL INTENTION GOES HERE:
______________________________________________________________________________
__
/On for the positive statement

Earth Chakra energy patterns involved:
 What makes me insecure in my relationship is the erosion of personal rights; and the shutting
down of the free press. / off-u
 We don't know what our leader will do next/off
 There is enough predictability in this relationship for me to feel secure/on
 Brainwave quality needed: 9cps in my thalamus brain area/on
Sound Quality for the Interval of a minor 7th / 28th harmonic: my ideas for peace move people to
transform their lives/on
(Note - the interval of a 7th creates an extreme but healthy tension calling for resolution in growth,
unity, and heightened consciousness in the octave - Chakra Repatterning by Chloe Wordsworth)
Spiral Up tool to create change: play the a cord with the notes E and C
There’s more… Please scroll down

The Session is Complete
“The statements have cleared and the session is complete. We are now “ON” or resonating with the
positive and life affirming patterns and cleared or “OFF” for the negative or non coherent patterns. “ –
Carolyn Winter
INTEGRATE THE SESSION - Remember what we resonate with is what we experience. Our resonant
energy impacts the world!
Take time to reflect on one or two of the patterns in this session. How do you now see peace improving
in the world? How are your intentions manifesting?
Lovingly facilitated by
Carolyn Winter
Holographic Coach
Online Coordinator for Repatterning Classes at www.Ozardis.com
ABOUT CAROLYN WINTER….
Carolyn Winter is the Online Coordinator at http://www.Ozardis.com, who also has her own
successful practice as a holographic coach at http://www.LightTravels.net. Find out more
about her or how to obtain a personal session at the Repatterning Practitioners Association
site RPA FIND A PRACTITIONER...

MAKE PEACE PERSONAL in 2018!
Need a more in-depth personal session? Be supported with Personal Holographic Coaching sessions
with Carolyn Winter. Click here for coaching options and more information:
http://www.lighttravels.net/HolographicCoaching
Would you like to learn the Resonance Repatterning system for yourself or become a practitioner?
The next training program begins soon. Click here for more information or to register:
http://www.ozardis.com/BasicTrainingSeries2018-2019

